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Abstract

Generating code is an important application of
Large Language Models (LLMs) and the task
of function completion is one of the core open
challenges in this context. Existing approaches
focus on either training, fine-tuning or prompt-
ing LLMs to generate better outputs given the
same input. We propose a novel and comple-
mentary approach: to optimize part of the input,
the docstring (summary of a function’s purpose
and usage), via reformulation with an LLM, in
order to improve code generation. We develop
two baseline methods for optimizing code gen-
eration via docstring reformulation and test
them on the original HumanEval benchmark
and multiple curated variants which are made
more challenging by realistically worsening the
docstrings. Our results show that, when oper-
ating on docstrings reformulated by an LLM
instead of the original (or worsened) inputs,
the performance of a number of open-source
LLMs does not change significantly. This find-
ing demonstrates an unexpected robustness of
current open-source LLMs to the details of the
docstrings. We conclude by examining a series
of questions, accompanied by in-depth analy-
ses, pertaining to the sensitivity of current open-
source LLMs to the details in the docstrings,
the potential for improvement via docstring re-
formulation and the limitations of the methods
employed in this work.

1 Introduction

Large Language Models for coding (code LLMs)
emerged in recent years as the dominant approach
to code generation (Chen et al., 2021; Nijkamp
et al., 2023b,a; Li et al., 2023; Rozière et al.,
2023). The research community proposed various
benchmarks to systematically evaluate the code
generation abilities of LLMs (Chen et al., 2021;
Hendrycks et al., 2021; Austin et al., 2021; Lai
et al., 2022). One of the grand challenges of code
generation is the task of function completion: given

its definition and an explanation of the desired be-
haviour, write the body of the desired function.
Current methods in code generation focus on mul-
tiple directions: better pre-training datasets and
procedures for more performant base models (Li
et al., 2023; Rozière et al., 2023), specific fine-
tuning methods for coding models (Le et al., 2022;
Chaudhary, 2023; Luo et al., 2023), test-time im-
provements via self-testing (Chen et al., 2022; Ni
et al., 2023), solutions reranking (Zhang et al.,
2022), self-repair (Chen et al., 2023b; Olausson
et al., 2023) or other techniques (Shi et al., 2022;
Shinn et al., 2023; Zelikman et al., 2023).

In this work we explore the idea of input trans-
formations as a new, complementary approach to
improving code generation abilities of LLMs. In
the context of function completion tasks, the in-
put can be formulated as a function declaration
followed by a docstring, which explains in words
what the function is supposed to do. As illustrated
in Figure 1, we consider a specific input transfor-
mation for this task: docstring reformulation.

The motivation for this approach is the following:
first, optimizing the docstrings could provide bene-
fits that are model-agnostic, that is, benefit all code
LLMs. We hypothesize that this could be the case,
drawing inspiration from the success of prompting
techniques, such as Chain-of-Thought (Wei et al.,
2023) and similar works (Zhou et al., 2023), that
demonstrate efficacy across a broad class of models.
Second, optimizing docstrings, while maintaining
their readability, can provide interpretable insights
on the influence of docstrings’ properties on code
LLMs in the context of code generation.

This work makes the following contributions:

1. We introduce a novel framework for optimiz-
ing code generation through docstring refor-
mulation with LLMs. Additionally, we pro-
pose two baseline methods for the docstring
reformulation task.
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Figure 1: Motivating example of docstring reformulation with LLMs for improving code generation. One can learn
to optimize docstrings by fine-tuning an LLM on successful docstring reformulations. The reformulations can
improve the usefulness of the docstring in many ways, e.g. by adding hints on how to implement the function as in
this example, or by fixing faults in the docstring.

2. We assess the effectiveness of the proposed
methods on multiple variants of the Hu-
manEval benchmark, finding a limited im-
provement to code generation.

3. We present a thorough analysis of the limi-
tations of the models used, the methods pro-
posed and the experimental setup. We find
evidence for a significant margin of potential
improvement in code generation via docstring
reformulation when using oracle reformula-
tions, and highlight key obstacles hindering
this potential.

4. We independently replicate the performance
of multiple open-source code LLMs on the
HumanEval benchmark. Additionally, we re-
lease all code necessary for experiment repro-
duction and share the novel curated variants
of HumanEval featuring faulty docstrings.

2 Related work

Prompt optimization Prompt optimization tech-
niques have garnered significant attention in re-
cent research. Li and Liang (2021) propose prefix-
tuning, an alternative to fine-tuning, which focuses
on optimizing task-specific vectors while keeping
the language model parameters fixed. Lester et al.

(2021) present prompt-tuning as a simplification of
prefix tuning, involving the addition of small task-
specific prompts for each task. Additionally, Liu
et al. (2021) introduces P-tuning, a continuous op-
timization technique for mapping context to target
output using prompts. Qin and Eisner (2021) also
explore soft prompts, emphasizing their relevance
in various NLP applications.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) has also been
employed in prompt optimization. Deng et al.
(2022) discuss the challenges associated with soft
prompts and propose a method that employs RL
to decode discrete prompts token-by-token. Zhang
et al. (2023) leverage RL to dynamically construct
instance-specific discrete prompts, enhancing task
performance through query-dependent prompts.

Instruction generation As more and more
LLMs are aligned to follow instructions, e.g., via
instruction fine-tuning or reinforcement learning
from human feedback, an open question is how
to generate instructions in natural language in or-
der to increase the likelihood of producing with an
LLM the desired output for a given input. Zhou
et al. (2023) introduce the Automatic Prompt En-
gineer (APE), framing instruction generation as a
natural language program synthesis problem and
propose search methods to find approximate so-
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Figure 2: High-level view of the proposed method. We apply a transformation via a reformulation module (θ, z)
to the input problem x to obtain a reformulation y of it. We then use the reformulated problem as input for any
downstream code LLM ϕ. The reformulation module is optimized to reformulate the docstring of the function to be
completed, in order to increase the unit test pass rate (pass@1) of LLM-generated code completions for the target
function.

lutions. Pryzant et al. (2023) propose Automatic
Prompt Optimization (APO). APO leverages data
minibatches to create natural language "gradients,"
representing linguistic attempts at achieving what
mathematical gradients do. These language gradi-
ents critique the existing prompt and are integrated
into it through steps akin to "gradient descent".
Most relevant to our work, Yang et al. (2023) in-
troduce Optimization by PROmpting (OPRO), a
method for optimizing tasks specified in natural
language. Their approach involves generating new
solutions from a prompt containing previously gen-
erated solutions and their corresponding values,
which are subsequently evaluated and incorporated
into the prompt for further optimization.

Evolutionary methods Evolutionary methods in-
volving language models have also been explored.
Xu et al. (2023) expand the self-instruct method by
Wang et al. (2023) with instruction evolution, em-
ployed in the creation of high-quality instruction-
tuning datasets. Meyerson et al. (2023) investigate
the use of language models as variation operators
in evolutionary algorithms, enabling tasks such as
symbolic regression and sentiment modification.
Lehman et al. (2022) combine evolution through
large models with MAP-Elites (Mouret and Clune,
2015) to generate functional examples of Python
programs in the Sodarace domain, a task unseen
during pre-training. Chen et al. (2023a) focus on
producing valid neural network architectures for
neural architecture search using LLMs.

3 Methodology

In this section, we first introduce the function com-
pletion task as formulated in benchmarks such as
HumanEval, then we formalise the docstring refor-
mulation task and finally we present our baseline

methods for optimising docstring reformulations.

3.1 Code generation and function completion
task

Current state-of-the-art code generation methods
(Chen et al., 2021; Nijkamp et al., 2023b,a; Li et al.,
2023; Rozière et al., 2023) use decoder-only Trans-
former architectures with auto-regressive proba-
bilistic modeling of the next token to be generated.
In this work we denote as code LLMs any LLM
which during pre-training has been trained on a
non-negligible amount of code data.

In the context of function completion tasks,
given an input problem x and a code LLM with
parameters ϕ, the code completion c is typically
obtained by generating one token at a time until
the end-of-sentence (EOS) token is sampled or a
maximum sequence length L is reached:

pϕ(c|x) =
L∏

l=1

pϕ(cl|x, c<l). (1)

Given a dataset D consisting of pairs of input
problems and unit tests (x, T ), and a code LLM ϕ,
the performance J(ϕ,D) of the code LLM is:

J(ϕ,D) = E
(x,T )∼D,
c∼pϕ(c|x)

[T (c)] . (2)

T (c) is a binary variable, with value 1 if the code
completion c passes all the unit tests T , and 0 if c
fails at least one unit test. J(ϕ,D) in the literature
is also called ’pass@1’ and is the main metric to
evaluate code LLMs’ performance on benchmarks
such as HumanEval (Chen et al., 2021).

3.2 Docstring reformulation task
We consider the task of improving code genera-
tion abilities of code LLMs. In particular we are
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interested in optimizing functions’ docstrings to
increase the probability of sampling a correct code
solution from any code LLM; this is akin to treat-
ing the docstring as a prompt and optimizing the
prompt for the given task.

We formalise the task as follows: given the
dataset D of input problem and unit test pairs
(x, T ), and a set Φ of code LLMs, for each x gener-
ate a reformulation yx to maximize the probability
of sampling a correct code completion c for (x, T )
with a code LLM ϕ uniformly sampled from Φ:

max
yx

E
(x,T )∼D,
ϕ∼U(Φ),
c∼pϕ(c|yx)

[T (c)] . (3)

In this work, we frame this problem as a doc-
string reformulation task. For each code function
f , there exist multiple possible docstrings to docu-
ment it and we hypothesize that certain docstrings
are more effective than others in guiding the code
generation as desired. Furthermore, we speculate
that the effectiveness of a docstring has a model-
agnostic component, possibly because different
code LLMs share pre-training data and would re-
spond similarly to the same input patterns.

To reformulate docstrings, we rely on an
instruction-tuned LLM θ, which we denote refor-
mulator. We provide the reformulator with the
original problem input x to be reformulated and
with a reformulation instruction z, expressing how
the reformulation task should be done.

The main reasons for the introduction of the in-
struction z is the following. Docstring reformula-
tion is a problem that requires some exploration
mechanism, as the search space is huge and the
original docstring provided in x can be assumed to
be a local maximum in the performance landscape.
We hypothesize that using instructions to steer the
reformulations in different directions is much more
sample-efficient than relying only on stochastic
sampling to search for the best reformulation.

Under this framework, the docstring reformula-
tion task can be expressed as follows:

max
θ,z

E
(x,T )∼D,
ϕ∼U(Φ),

y∼pθ(y|x,z),
c∼pϕ(c|y)

[T (c)] . (4)

To evaluate the quality of a reformulation y of
a problem x, we decode it with a code LLM and
test if the code sample c passes the unit tests T .

We can use this evaluation to rank multiple refor-
mulations for the same input problem in terms of
performance, which serves as the basis for any
learning algorithm.

3.3 Proposed methods
We propose two main methods to optimize the re-
formulations:

1. Supervised fine-tuning on the best instruc-
tion (SFT): maintaining the instruction z
fixed, fine-tune the reformulator θ on the best
reformulation y∗ for each x.

2. Instruction optimization via OPRO
(OPRO): keeping the reformulator θ fixed,
generate new instructions z with a pre-trained
LLM, denoted as instruction optimizer,
conditioned on the past instructions and their
pass rates following the OPRO method in
Yang et al. (2023).

SFT In this first approach, for each input problem
x in the dataset, we generate R (R ≥ 2) reformula-
tions y1, . . . , yR as:

y1, . . . , yR ∼ pθ(y|x, z). (5)

In the SFT method, we consistently use the fol-
lowing hand-written instruction z:

"Improve the docstring of the following function

using the best coding conventions."

The reformulation instruction z and the input prob-
lem x are presented to the reformulator using an
instruction-following template adapted from Luo
et al. (2023) and reported in Appendix B.1. For
each reformulation yi we then generate C code
completions c1, . . . , cC using a code LLM. Each
code completion is evaluated against the problem’s
unit tests T and the result is either pass (1) or fail
(0). We define the best reformulation of the prob-
lem input x as:

y∗ = argmax
y∈{y1,...,yR}

C∑

j=1

T (cj(y)). (6)

We then perform supervised fine-tuning of the refor-
mulator θ on the (x, y∗) pairs, formatted with the
same template used during reformulation and we
compute the loss only for the tokens corresponding
to y∗. In summary, at every iteration of the algo-
rithm, we generate R reformulations of each input
problem in the training set, C code completions of
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each reformulation, evaluate all code completions
against the corresponding tests and perform super-
vised fine-tuning on the pairs of input problems
and best reformulations. We continue the training
for multiple iterations and use the final reformula-
tor model in the evaluation phase. During training,
we use a single, fixed code LLM, the coder model,
to generate the code based on the reformulations.
During evaluation we use different coder models to
study the generalizability of the benefits from the
reformulated docstrings.

OPRO In this second approach, at every iteration,
we generate Z instructions z1, . . . , zZ by prompt-
ing the reformulator with a specific instruction gen-
eration template and then we form all possible com-
binations of reformulation instructions and input
problems. For each combination, we generate one
reformulation, using as input the same reformu-
lation template as in the SFT method, but with a
different z, and use the reformulation as input to
the coder model to produce C code completions.
We score each reformulation instruction with the
pass@1 metric of all the code completions asso-
ciated with it. We start the first iteration with Z
hand-written instructions (see Appendix B). From
the second iteration, to generate new instructions,
we do the following:

1. Sample n (instruction, score) pairs from all
instructions evaluated so far;

2. Sort them in ascending order of score;

3. Format them according to the instruction gen-
eration template (described below);

4. Generate a continuation of the template with
the instruction optimizer LLM and parse out
the new instruction (until the first newline
character).

n is a hyper-parameter of the algorithm, and how to
set its value is further discussed in the Appendix B.

We use the following instruction generation tem-
plate, adapted from Yang et al. (2023):

Your task is to generate the next instruction to

achieve a higher score. The instructions should

ask to change, improve or rewrite the function

documentation or docstring. The instructions

should not ask to write new functions, add new

arguments or change the output of the given

function. Below are some previous instructions

with their scores. The score ranges from 0.0 to

1.0.

Instruction 1: {instruction_1}

Score 1: {score_1}
...

Instruction n: {instruction_n}

Score n: {score_n}

Instruction n+1:

4 Experiments and Results

Datasets In this work we consider HumanEval
as a dataset on which to test the efficacy of the
docstring reformulation, as it is one of the most
used benchmarks in coding. To further study the
influence of the docstrings and their reformulations
in various scenarios, we curate four other versions
of HumanEval, where we manually edited all input
problems, introducing the respective faults:

• Misspelling: a character was either added,
subtracted or changed in one of the most im-
portant words of every docstring.

• Ambiguity: all examples of input-output be-
haviour, hints and edge-case specifications are
removed from every docstring.

• Distractor: a sentence out of context is in-
serted at the beginning or at the end of every
docstring.

• Bad formatting: all type hints in the function
declaration, blank lines and ">>>" symbols in
front of examples are removed.

The motivation for introducing errors in the doc-
strings was to explore the potential for improve-
ment by reformulation when the docstring is ini-
tially imperfect. We aimed at introducing errors
similar to those that could potentially happen by
human coders. We report examples of all the faults
introduced in Appendix E.

Experimental setup For every variant of Hu-
manEval, we run the SFT and the OPRO methods
for 10 iterations. The SFT method uses 2 reformu-
lations per input problem and 2 code completions
per reformulation, while the OPRO method uses 5
reformulation instructions per input problem, one
reformulation and one code completion.

During training, we use the WizardCoder-
Python-7B (Luo et al., 2023) as the reformula-
tor and coder model and, for the OPRO method,
Llama-2-7b-chat (Touvron et al., 2023) as the in-
struction optimizer model. For the evaluation setup,
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Table 1: Results for SFT method. We report the pass@1 results on the four selected variants of HumanEval,
corresponding to the original problem and three modified versions with manually worsened docstrings. Initial
column shows the performance on the initial input problem (original or worsened). Reformulated column shows the
performance after applying the trained reformulator model to the corresponding initial input.

Models Original Misspelling Ambiguity Distractor

Initial Reformulated Initial Reformulated Initial Reformulated Initial Reformulated

open_llama_7b_v2 13.4 (2.7) 14.0 (2.7) 13.4 (2.7) 14.6 (2.8) 15.2 (2.8) 12.8 (2.6) 10.3 (2.4) 14.6 (2.8)

mpt-7b 16.4 (2.9) 15.9 (2.9) 17.7 (3.0) 14.6 (2.8) 16.4 (2.9) 17.7 (3.0) 10.3 (2.4) 17.7 (3.0)

starcoder 33.5 (3.7) 33.5 (3.7) 35.4 (3.7) 32.3 (3.7) 30.5 (3.6) 32.9 (3.7) 31.1 (3.6) 32.9 (3.7)

WizardCoder-3B 35.4 (3.7) 32.9 (3.7) 29.2 (3.6) 31.1 (3.6) 30.5 (3.6) 31.1 (3.6) 33.5 (3.7) 34.8 (3.7)

WizardCoder-Python-7B* 53.0 (3.9) 56.1 (3.9) 46.3 (3.9) 54.3 (3.9) 53.7 (3.9) 52.4 (3.9) 54.8 (3.9) 53.0 (3.9)

WizardCoder-15B 57.9 (3.9) 57.9 (3.9) 56.1 (3.9) 54.3 (3.9) 51.8 (3.9) 50.6 (3.9) 54.2 (3.9) 53.0 (3.9)

Average 34.9 35.1 33.0 33.5 33.0 32.9 32.4 34.3
* WizardCoder-Python-7B is used as coder model during training.

Table 2: Results for OPRO method. We report the pass@1 results on the four selected variants of HumanEval,
corresponding to the original problem and three modified versions with manually worsened docstrings. Initial
column shows the performance on the initial input problem (original or worsened). Reformulated column shows the
performance after applying the reformulator model with the optimized reformulation instruction to the corresponding
initial input.

Models Original Misspelling Ambiguity Distractor

Initial Reformulated Initial Reformulated Initial Reformulated Initial Reformulated

open_llama_7b_v2 13.4 (2.7) 14.0 (2.7) 13.4 (2.7) 15.9 (2.9) 15.2 (2.8) 18.9 (3.1) 10.3 (2.4) 12.8 (2.6)

mpt-7b 16.4 (2.9) 17.1 (2.9) 17.7 (3.0) 15.9 (2.9) 16.4 (2.9) 18.9 (3.1) 10.3 (2.4) 14.0 (2.7)

starcoder 33.5 (3.7) 32.3 (3.7) 35.4 (3.7) 34.8 (3.7) 30.5 (3.6) 34.8 (3.7) 31.1 (3.6) 32.9 (3.7)

WizardCoder-3B 35.4 (3.7) 32.3 (3.7) 29.2 (3.6) 31.7 (3.6) 30.5 (3.6) 34.8 (3.7) 33.5 (3.7) 33.5 (3.7)

WizardCoder-Python-7B* 53.0 (3.9) 56.1 (3.9) 46.3 (3.9) 53.0 (3.9) 53.7 (3.9) 53.7 (3.9) 54.8 (3.9) 50.0 (3.9)

WizardCoder-15B 57.9 (3.9) 54.9 (3.9) 56.1 (3.9) 53.0 (3.9) 51.8 (3.9) 48.8 (3.9) 54.2 (3.9) 51.8 (3.9)

Average 34.9 34.5 33.0 34.1 33.0 35.0 32.4 32.5
* WizardCoder-Python-7B is used as coder model during training.

in addition to the original coder model, we consider
5 other LLMs with model sizes ranging from 3B
to 15B parameters: OpenLlama-2-7B-V2 (Geng
and Liu, 2023; TogetherComputer, 2023), MPT-
7B (MosaicML, 2023), starcoder (15B) (Li et al.,
2023), WizardCoder-3B and WizardCoder-15B
(Luo et al., 2023). These models were selected
as a representative subset of the open-source LLM
landscape. The selection criteria are discussed in
Appendix C.

During the evaluation, we use the reformulator to
produce one reformulation per each input problem
via greedy decoding and pass each reformulation to
all six coder models to compute the pass@1 metric
for each model. As a baseline, we compute the
pass@1 of each model using the non-reformulated
problems as inputs to the coder models and follow-
ing the same exact evaluation procedure.

Results We report in Table 1 the results for SFT
method and in Table 2 the ones for the OPRO
method. Additionally, we report the results for
one more HumanEval variant (the bad formatting

one) in Appendix D, as the average model perfor-
mance did not decrease after introducing this type
of fault, thus raising doubts about its relevance. We
also report in parentheses the estimated errors for
the models’ performances as

√
p(1− p)/N , as-

suming a Binomial distribution of the successful
code completions, with p the pass rate (pass@1)
and N = 164 the number of problems in the Hu-
manEval dataset.

For both methods, we can notice two main
trends: first, the average performance on the faulty
variants of HumanEval across the coder models de-
creases slightly (roughly 2 percentage points), and
second, the average performance when using refor-
mulations rather than the initial (possibly faulty)
input problems does not increase significantly. All
models obtain mixed results, increasing perfor-
mance on some reformulated variants and losing it
on others, with the only exception of WizardCoder-
15B, whose performance consistently decreases on
reformulations.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

In the following section we raise a series of ques-
tions about the docstring reformulation framework,
the SFT and OPRO methods and the experimental
setup. We address these questions with ulterior
argumentations and analyses, before drawing the
conclusions from this study. A more extended dis-
cussion is presented in Appendix A.

Q1. Limitations of docstring optimization for
code generation: How capable are the code
LLMs considered in this work to leverage doc-
strings’ improvements?

We use the following working definition of doc-
string improvement: An increase in the informa-
tion that the docstring contains about the body of
the function to be completed. This definition is
model-agnostic, as it does not make reference to
the performance of any model; rather, we expect
that LLMs can leverage the increased information
in the docstrings for better code generation.

First, we show in Table 3 in Appendix A that,
if docstrings are completely removed from the in-
put problems, the performance drops dramatically
across all models, demonstrating that docstrings
serve a key role in accurate function completion.

Then, we compare the performance of the var-
ious LLMs when evaluated on the faulty variants
of HumanEval versus the original dataset, which
can be considered an improved version of them.
We find that five out of six models surprisingly
increased performance on at least one of the four
faulty variants of HumanEval, indicating that a doc-
string improvement does not necessarily benefit
code generation and it can even hurt performance.

Finally we evaluate the coder models on two new
sets of strongly improved docstrings for the Hu-
manEval problems, produced while having access
to the ground-truth function completions (oracle
docstrings). The first set of docstrings is produced
by GPT-41 with access to the ground-truth solution
(’Oracle Hints’), asking the model to give detailed
hints on how to implement the function. The sec-
ond set contains the true body of the function to
be completed (’Oracle Solutions’), so that the task
of the coder models simplifies to copy-pasting the
solution. Our results, presented in Table 4 in Ap-
pendix A, show that both Oracle Hints and Oracle

1In all the experiments with GPT-4 we use GPT-4 Turbo,
also referred as gtp-4-1106-preview in OpenAI API.

Solutions docstrings greatly improve the perform-
nace of all coder models.

Figure 3: Performance of different docstrings. We
report the pass@1 averaged across the six coder models
for different kinds of docstrings: no docstrings at all
(’No docs’), faulty docstrings (’Faulty (avg.)’, average
across Misspelling, Ambiguity and Distractor variants),
original docstrings (’Original’), oracle docstrings with
hints (’Oracle Hints’) and with solutions (’Oracle Solu-
tions’).

Figure 3 summarises our findings on the ability
of the considered LLMs in leveraging docstrings
for code generation: coder models may not reli-
ably leverage small improvements in the docstrings,
but clearly benefit from the overall information in-
cluded in them. In particular, the performance with
Oracle Hints can be considered as a good estimate
of the potential of optimizing code generation via
docstring reformulation; how to achieve such per-
formance without access to the ground-truth solu-
tion to generate hints remains an open question.

Q2. Limitations of the docstring reformula-
tion methods in principle: Are the methods pro-
posed guaranteed to improve the performance of
the coder model used during training? Is there
any guarantee that the improvement will transfer
to other coder models?

We identify the following challenges that any
method for docstring reformulation faces: explo-
ration, noisy learning signal and learning rule, over-
fitting and generalization.

The exploration challenge is about searching for
the best docstring for a given input problem. Both
the SFT and the OPRO methods rely on stochastic
sampling of the reformulations with an inductive
bias, encoded as extra information z in the prompt.
However, this doesn’t guarantee to find the best
docstrings, as the search space is huge.
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The challenge with noisy learning signals lies in
the high variance of the pass rate metric, which is
due to the stochasticity in the coder model. This
can impair the stability of the optimization in the
SFT method, as it is not well suited for dealing
with noisy feedback. OPRO’s learning rule, on the
other hand, while more robust to noise, is reliant on
the instruction optimizer LLM and as such, it also
doesn’t guarantee any convergence of the method.

Finally, if reformulations exclusively boost a par-
ticular coder model’s performance while decreas-
ing performance for most other models, they over-
fit to that model. Conversely, if reformulations
enhance the performance of diverse coder models
without specific tailoring, they demonstrate gener-
alization across coder models. Empirically, we do
not observe any sign of overfitting. We attribute
this to the lack of backpropagation through the
coder model in the proposed methods, which, we
speculate, acts as a regularizer over the optimised
reformulations and improves their generalizability.

We conclude that the proposed methods face key
shortcomings in exploring the reformulation space
and in learning from a noisy feedback signal.

Q3. Limitations of the docstring reformulation
methods in practice: Are there further practical
considerations about our experimental setup that
could affect the methods’ success?

In addition to the limitations discussed in Q2,
the proposed methods may be limited by practical
implementation choices. Initial experiments indi-
cated that the choice of method parameters, as well
as the language generation parameters and prompt
templates for LLMs, does not strongly influence
the results. Consequently, we run additional experi-
ments to ablate the role of capability of the models
employed as:

1. Reformulator: We evaluate the coder models
on reformulations produced by GPT-4, instead
of WizardCoder-Python-7B, prompted with
the same reformulation instruction as in the
SFT method. We use the original HumanEval
dataset for this experiment.

2. Instruction optimizer: We reproduce the
OPRO experiments for the original Hu-
manEval dataset using GPT-4 as instruction
optimizer model, instead of Llama-2-7b-chat.

Regarding the experiments on the reformulator,
reported in Table 5 in Appendix A, we find no

significant difference in performance between the
two models for the given reformulation instruction;
our qualitative inspection of the generated refor-
mulations supports the conclusion that the selected
open-source model can generate docstring reformu-
lations on par with GPT-4 in this specific context.

In the case of the instruction generator experi-
ment, the results for GPT-4, presented in Table 6 in
Appendix A, are significantly worse than the ones
obtained with the selected instruction optimizer.
Qualitatively, GPT-4 suggests verbose reformula-
tion instructions, often leading the reformulator to
include in the documentation hallucinated informa-
tion, e.g. about possible invalid inputs. This results
in incorrect handling of edge cases in generated
code completions and performance degradation.

In summary, our ablation studies in this section
show that the limitations of the proposed methods
are not linked with the quality of the models se-
lected as reformulator and instruction optimizer,
but rather to the points described in Q2.

Conclusions

Code generation is crucial for diverse real-world ap-
plications, and accurate function completion poses
a key challenge in this context. In this work we
introduce docstring reformulation with an LLM as
a novel approach to improve code generation for
function completion and propose two methods to
solve the task. When testing them on multiple vari-
ants of the HumanEval benchmark, we find limited
improvements to code generation.

In our discussion, we first show that the consid-
ered coder models may not reliably leverage small
improvements in the docstrings, but clearly bene-
fit from the overall information included in them.
Leveraging oracle reformulations, we then provide
evidence that the more information the docstrings
contain about the solutions, the more beneficial
they are, regardless of the model. Finally, we argue
that the proposed methods face key shortcomings
in exploring the reformulation space and in learn-
ing from a noisy feedback signal, while we exclude
limitations linked to our implementation choices.

Interesting future directions are to investigate
more efficient ways of searching for promising re-
formulations, for example by reflecting on previous
candidates, and to examine RL-based algorithms,
such as RLHF (Christiano et al., 2023) and DPO
(Rafailov et al., 2023), as alternatives to supervised
fine-tuning.
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Limitations

The main limitation of this work is that we train
and test our methods on the same input problems,
i.e. the ones of HumanEval. The choice is due to
the fact that not many benchmarks exist for func-
tion completion, as we require verified unit tests
for each input problem in the benchmark. Fur-
ther, HumanEval is arguably the most used coding
benchmark at the time of writing and this facili-
tated verifying the performance of a large amount
of open-source LLMs as the starting point of this
work, which wouldn’t have been possible other-
wise.

However, we argue that this doesn’t impair our
results for the following reasons: First, we evaluate
our methods also on different LLMs than the one
used during training, in contrast with prior work,
such as Pryzant et al. (2023) and Yang et al. (2023),
that focuses on optimizing prompts for a single
model. Second, we constrain the optimization to
be done via a language prompt (the reformulation)
and we only use a non-differentiable scalar feed-
back to score the reformulations; this is a setup
very similar to the ones in bandit problems, where
the reformulation serves as the action, the scalar
feedback as reward and the performance is assessed
on the training distribution. Third, we never let our
methods see the code completions nor the true solu-
tions to the input problems. However, future work
should definitely focus on cross-dataset generaliza-
tion of prompt reformulation. The other limitations
are addressed in the main text, in Section 5.
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A Extended discussion

Q1. Limitations of the models considered:
How capable are the code LLMs that we consid-
ered in this work to leverage improvements in the
docstrings?

We use the following working definition of doc-
string improvement: An increase in the informa-
tion that the docstring contains about the body of
the function to be completed. This definition is
model-agnostic, as it does not make reference to
the performance of any model; rather, we expect

that LLMs can leverage the increased information
in the docstrings for better code generation.

First, we show in Table 3 that, if docstrings are
completely removed from the input problems, the
performance drops dramatically across all models,
demonstrating that docstrings serve a key role in
accurate function completion.

Then, we compare the performance of the var-
ious LLMs when evaluated on the faulty variants
of HumanEval versus the original dataset, which
can be considered an improved version of them.
We find that five out of six models surprisingly
increased performance on at least one of the four
faulty variants of HumanEval, indicating that a doc-
string improvement does not necessarily benefit
code generation and it can even hurt performance
(see Table 1 and Table 14, Initial columns).

Finally we evaluate the coder models on two new
sets of strongly improved docstrings for the Hu-
manEval problems, produced while having access
to the ground-truth function completions (oracle
docstrings). The first set of docstrings is produced
by GPT-42 with access to the ground-truth solution
(’Oracle Hints’), asking the model to give detailed
hints on how to implement the function. The sec-
ond set contains the true body of the function to be
completed (’Oracle Solutions’), so that the task of
the coder models simplifies to copy-pasting the so-
lution. Our results, presented in Table 4, show that,
both the Oracle Hints and the Oracle Solutions
reformulations largely increase the performance
of all models, with the Oracle Solutions being al-
ways superior to the Oracle Hints. Interestingly,
no model achieves 100% pass rate even with the
ground truth solution in-context, highlighting that
current LLMs have strong limitations in using the
information provided without any additional fine-
tuning.

Figure 3 summarises our findings on the ability
of the considered LLMs in leveraging docstrings
for code generation: coder models may not reli-
ably leverage small improvements in the docstrings,
but clearly benefit from the overall information in-
cluded in them. In particular, the performance with
Oracle Hints can be considered as a good estimate
of the potential of optimizing code generation via
docstring reformulation; how to achieve such per-
formance without access to the ground-truth solu-
tion to generate hints remains an open question.

2In all the experiments with GPT-4 we use GPT-4 Turbo,
also referred as gtp-4-1106-preview in OpenAI API.
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Table 3: Performance with or without docstrings on
the HumanEval benchmark. These results highlight
the importance of docstrings in the context of function
completion.

Models With docs Without docs

open_llama_7b_v2 13.4 (2.7) 7.3 (2.0)

mpt-7b 16.4 (2.9) 9.8 (2.3)

starcoder 33.5 (3.7) 15.9 (2.9)

WizardCoder-3B 35.4 (3.7) 15.9 (2.9)

WizardCoder-Python-7B 53.0 (3.9) 19.5 (3.1)

WizardCoder-15B 57.9 (3.9) 20.1 (3.1)

Average 34.9 14.8

Q2. Limitations of the docstring reformula-
tion methods in principle: Are the methods pro-
posed guaranteed to improve the performance of
the coder model used during training? Is there
any guarantee that the improvement will transfer
to other coder models?

We identify the following challenges that any
method for docstring reformulation faces: explo-
ration, noisy learning signal and learning rule, over-
fitting and generalization.

The exploration challenge is about searching for
the best docstring for a given input problem. The
search space is huge, as generating docstrings is
an open-ended text generation problem. In both
the SFT and the OPRO methods we have an explo-
ration process based on the stochastic sampling of
the reformulations with an inductive bias encoded
as extra information (the reformulation instruction
z) in the prompt. This unfortunately doesn’t pro-
vide any strong guarantees in the ability of finding
the best docstrings, thus efficient exploration re-
mains a key obstacle in the proposed methods.

The main signal for learning is the pass rate
of the code completions generated by the coder
model when receiving as input a given reformula-
tion. We use the pass rate metric to identify the
best reformulations and then we either explicitly
increase their probability under the reformulator
model, in the SFT method, or we reward the re-
formulation instruction associated with them, in
the OPRO method. The challenge of noisy learn-
ing signal is that the coder model is stochastic and
as such there is a lot of variance associated to the
pass rate metric. Furthermore, the metric is com-
putationally intensive to calculate, as one needs to
invoke an LLM (the coder model) to obtain one

or more code completions. Thus it might be too
costly to arbitrarily reduce the noise if we have a
tight computational budget.

Linked to the noise concern within the learn-
ing signal is the task of formulating a stable and
efficient learning rule that harnesses the learning
signal to maximize the task objective.

In the SFT method, for each input problem, we
select the best reformulation and increase its prob-
ability. This encounters two main problems: first,
with high noise levels, we can mistakenly select a
non-optimal reformulation as the best one; second,
it might be that none of the reformulations is as
good as the initial docstring and this can lead to
training instabilities. Thus, while in principle this
method is quite flexible and it can perform a fine-
grained optimization at the reformulation level, it
is not well suited to learn from noisy signals.

In the OPRO method, given n instructions with
their corresponding scores, we prompt an LLM
model to produce a better instruction; therefore,
the learning rule is effectively a black box, where
the new "learned" instruction is the one sampled
by the model. This method can deal quite well
with the noise in the learning signal, because each
instruction’s score is the pass rate averaged over all
problems, rather than the pass rate for a single one.
However, the OPRO method is reliant on an LLM
for implementing the learning rule, which doesn’t
provide any guarantee of improvement.

Thus, how to design a learning rule to efficiently
and robustly learn from a noisy signal is another
open challenge in the docstring reformulation task.

Finally, if reformulations exclusively boost a par-
ticular coder model’s performance while decreas-
ing performance for most other models, they over-
fit to that model. Conversely, if reformulations
enhance the performance of diverse coder models
without specific tailoring, they demonstrate gener-
alization across coder models. Empirically, we do
not observe any sign of overfitting. We attribute
this to the lack of backpropagation through the
coder model in the proposed methods, which, we
speculate, acts as a regularizer over the optimised
reformulations and improves their generalizability.
However, we do not have any theoretical guarantees
against overfitting, nor in support of the generaliz-
ability of the optimized reformulations.

We conclude that the proposed methods face
core shortcomings in exploring the reformulation
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Table 4: Performance with Oracle docstrings. Model Performance when including in the docstring GPT-4-
generated hints based on the ground truth solution (’Oracle Hints’) and when including in the docstring the ground
truth solution (’Oracle Solutions’). We compare them with the performance of the coder models on the original
HumanEval (’Original’).

Models Original Oracle Hints Oracle Solutions
open_llama_7b_v2 13.4 (2.7) 22.6 (3.3) 65.9 (2.7)

mpt-7b 16.4 (2.9) 27.4 (3.5) 53.0 (2.9)

starcoder 33.5 (3.7) 40.2 (3.8) 54.9 (3.7)

WizardCoder-3B 35.4 (3.7) 48.2 (3.9) 78.7 (3.7)

WizardCoder-Python-7B 53.0 (3.9) 57.3 (3.9) 79.9 (3.9)

WizardCoder-15B 57.9 (3.9) 59.8 (3.8) 90.0 (3.9)

Average 34.9 42.6 70.4

space and in learning from a noisy feedback signal.

Q3. Limitations of the docstring reformulation
methods in practice: Are there further practical
considerations about our experimental setup that
could affect the methods’ success?

In addition to the limitations discussed in Q2,
the proposed methods may be limited by:

• The performance of the initial models used as
reformulator as instruction optimizer.

• The choice of the methods’ parameters, such
as the amount R of reformulations per input
problem and the amount C of code comple-
tions per reformulations.

• The hyperparameters used for language gen-
eration with LLMs and, for the SFT method
only, the hyperparameters for the fine-tuning
of the reformulator model.

• The specific prompt templates employed.

We pose special emphasis on the first point, as
preliminary experiments ruled out a strong depen-
dence from the other points. We run additional
experiments to ablate the role of capability of the
models employed as:

1. Reformulator: We evaluate the coder models
on reformulations produced by GPT-4, instead
of WizardCoder-Python-7B, prompted with
the same reformulation instruction as in the
SFT method. We use the original HumanEval
dataset for this experiment.

2. Instruction optimizer: We reproduce the
OPRO experiments for the original Hu-
manEval dataset using GPT-4 as instruction
optimizer model, instead of Llama-2-7b-chat.

Regarding the experiments on the reformulator,
reported in Table 5, we find no significant differ-
ence in performance between the two models for
the given reformulation instruction; our qualitative
inspection of the generated reformulations supports
the conclusion that the selected open-source model
can generate docstring reformulations on par with
GPT-4 in this specific context.

In the case of the instruction generator experi-
ment, the results for GPT-4, presented in Table 6,
are significantly worse than the ones obtained with
the selected instruction optimizer. Qualitatively,
GPT-4 suggests verbose reformulation instructions,
often leading the reformulator to include in the doc-
umentation hallucinated information, e.g. about
possible invalid inputs. This results in incorrect
handling of edge cases in generated code comple-
tions and performance degradation.

In summary, our ablation studies in this section
show that the limitations of the proposed methods
are not linked with the quality of the models se-
lected as reformulator and instruction optimizer,
but rather to the points described in Q2.

Table 5: Reformulator model ablation. We com-
pare the performance of our reformulator model,
WizardCoder-Python-7B, without any SFT training
against the one of GPT-4.

Models
Reformulated by

WizardCoder GPT-4
open_llama_7b_v2 14.6 (2.8) 15.9 (2.9)

mpt-7b 16.4 (2.9) 18.3 (3.0)

starcoder 30.5 (3.6) 28.7 (3.5)

WizardCoder-3B 33.5 (3.7) 37.2 (3.8)

WizardCoder-Python-7B 52.4 (3.9) 51.2 (3.9)

WizardCoder-15B 54.2 (3.9) 49.4 (3.9)

Average 33.6 33.5
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Table 6: Instruction optimizer model ablation for
OPRO method. We compare the performance of our
instruction optimizer model, Llama2-7B-chat, against
the one of GPT-4, when utilising the OPRO method for
10 iterations. The results for GPT-4 are significantly
worse than the ones obtained with the selected instruc-
tion optimizer.

Models
Instruction optimizer

Llama2 GPT-4
open_llama_7b_v2 14.0 (2.7) 8.0 (2.1)

mpt-7b 17.1 (2.9) 13.4 (2.7)

starcoder 32.3 (3.7) 25.0 (3.4)

WizardCoder-3B 32.3 (3.7) 30.5 (3.6)

WizardCoder-Python-7B 56.1 (3.9) 50.6 (3.9)

WizardCoder-15B 54.9 (3.9) 50.0 (3.9)

Average 34.5 29.6

B Hyper-Parameters used for the
experiments

In the following section we report all the hyper-
parameters used in our experiments. In Table 7 we
report the parameter values for the SFT method,
while in Table 8 the ones for the ORPO method.
Furthermore, in Table 9 we report the parameters
used for generating the reformulations, in Table 10
we report the ones for generating the code comple-
tions and finally in Table 11 the PEFT parameters
for the SFT method.

In OPRO we also use a variable amount n of past
instructions and scores pairs, starting at an arbitrary
value of min(4, Z), where Z is the number of in-
structions used per iteration of the method, and in-
creasing n of 1 at every iteration. While we haven’t
ablated this choice, we speculate that smaller n
favour exploration by reducing the amount of pat-
terns available to the instruction optimizer, while
larger n favour exploitation of features in common
between successful past instructions.

Table 7: Parameter values for SFT method.

Parameter Value
Reformulation instructions (Z) 1
Reformulations per problem (R) 2
Code completions per reformulation (C) 2
Method iterations (I) 10

Table 8: Parameter values for OPRO method.

Parameter Value
Reformulation instructions (Z) 5
Reformulations per problem (R) 1
Code completions per reformulation (C) 1
Method iterations (I) 10
Instruction optimizer temperature 1.0
Instruction optimizer top-p 0.8
Instruction optimizer max tokens 200

Table 9: Parameters for generating reformulations
with an LLM. The OPRO method is always using the
evaluation setting for the reformulations, while the SFT
method uses the training and evaluation settings in the
respective phases. Notice that the batch size does not
affect performance and its choice depends on the hard-
ware at disposal and the size of the reformulator model.

Parameter Training Evaluation
Batch size 32 32
Temperature 0.2 0
Top-p 0.95 N/A
Max tokens 512 512

Table 10: Parameters for generating code comple-
tions with an LLM. The OPRO method is always using
the evaluation setting for the reformulations, while the
SFT method uses the training and evaluation settings in
the respective phases. At evaluation time, the batch size
is adjusted depending on the size of the coder model
(however it does not affect performance).

Parameter Training Evaluation
Batch size 32 ’custom’
Temperature 0.2 0
Top-p 0.95 N/A
Max tokens 768 768

Table 11: PEFT parameters for training the reformu-
lator in the SFT method.

Parameter Value
LoRA r 8
LoRA α 32
LoRA dropout 0.1
Batch size 4
Gradient accumulation steps 8
Max sequence length 768
Learning rate 2× 10−5

Number of training epochs 1
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B.1 Prompt templates

In both the SFT and the OPRO methods, we present
the reformulation instruction z and the input prob-
lem x to the reformulator using the following tem-
plate:

Below is an instruction that describes a task,

paired with an input that provides further

context. Write a response that appropriately

completes the request.

### Instruction:

{z}

### Input:

{x}

### Response:

{imports_and_def}

"""

This was used by Luo et al. (2023) to train the
WizardCoder suite of code LLMs and was adopted
in this work because, after preliminary tests, a Wiz-
ardCoder model was chosen as our reformulator.

We append at the end of the template the library
imports and the function definition (until the """
that marks the start of the docstring in Python pro-
grams) contained in x to facilitate the reformulation
task. This is because both the imports and the func-
tion definition are meant to remain fixed in the task
and they provide additional context to generate a
high-quality docstring in the reformulation.

The OPRO method uses also the following seed
reformulation instructions:

1. Improve the docstring of the
following function using the best
coding conventions.

2. Rephrase the following python code
maintaining the function name and
signature:

3. Clarify the following python function
by rewriting the docstring:

4. Expand the documentation of the
following python function suggesting
how to implement it:

5. Rewrite the documentation of the
following function:

C Independent replication of open-source
LLMs on HumanEval

For the evaluation setup, in addition to the origi-
nal coder model, we consider 5 other LLMs with
model sizes ranging from 3B to 15B parameters:
OpenLlama-2-7B-V2 (Geng and Liu, 2023; Togeth-
erComputer, 2023), MPT-7B (MosaicML, 2023),
starcoder (15B) (Li et al., 2023), WizardCoder-3B
and WizardCoder-15B (Luo et al., 2023). These
models were selected as a representative subset of
the open-source LLM landscape and had to satisfy
the following criteria:

1. They had to be available on Hugging Face.

2. Their prior performance on HumanEval had
to be reported online from the authors of the
models or from a trustworthy third party.

3. Their performance on HumanEval had to
be reproducible by the authors of this work
within reasonable limits.

The results for the models of which we could
reproduce the reported performance are presented
in Table 12, while the results for the models whose
performance couldn’t be replicated are presented in
Table 13. Importantly, we do not imply that these
models cannot yield the reported performance, but
rather that model performance depends on many
undocumented factors, such as the prompting strat-
egy, the post-processing of the model output and
the versions of the libraries used in the implemen-
tation.

We also tried to download teknium/Replit-v1-
CodeInstruct-3B and Salesforce/xgen-7b-8k-base
as other performing models whose performance
was replicated with open-source code, but we en-
countered errors in using them with version 4.31
of the HuggingFacetransformers library. Differ-
ent library versions caused other LLMs to drop in
performance, thus we ran all experiments with this
version of the library.

D Results for bad formatting HumanEval

We report in Table 14 the results for the SFT and
the ORPO methods on the bad formatting variant
of HumanEval.

E Faulty variants of HumanEval

In Figure 4 we report an example of an input prob-
lem together with all the four different faults that
we implement in this work.
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Figure 4: Examples of faulty docstrings. Example of an input problem from the original HumanEval benchmark
and of its faulty versions.
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Table 12: Independent verification of selected LLMs performance on HumanEval.

Model Our Setup Best Reproducible (GitHub) Best Reported (Paper)

open_llama_7b_v2 13.4 14.0 N/A
mpt-7b 16.4 15.9 18.3
starcoder 33.5 34.6 33.6
WizardCoder-3B 35.4 N/A 34.8
WizardCoder-Python-7B 53.0 N/A 55.5
WizardCoder-15B 57.9 57.0 59.8

Table 13: Independent verification of excluded LLMs performance on HumanEval. WizardCoder-1B and the
base model of Llama-2-7b work to some extent, but are not close enough to the reference values to be selected for
the main studies. We were not able to make the CodeLlama family of models work and it is not clear where the big
gap in performance comes from.

Model Our Setup Best Reproducible (GitHub) Best Reported (Paper)

WizardCoder-1B-V1.0 18.9 N/A 23.8
Llama-2-7b-hf 11.6 13.1 12.8

CodeLlama-Python-7b 3.0 N/A 38.4
CodeLlama-Python-13b 5.5 N/A 43.3
CodeLlama-Instruct-7b 7.9 N/A 34.8
CodeLlama-Instruct-13b 4.3 N/A 42.7

Table 14: Results for HumanEval with bad format-
ting fault. We removed these results from the main
results because the fault introduced did not affect on
average the performance of the selected LLMs.
* is used as coder model by SFT and OPRO also during
training.

Models Initial
Reformulated

SFT OPRO

open_llama_7b_v2 12.1 (2.5) 13.4 (2.7) 11.6 (2.5)

mpt-7b 17.7 (3.0) 17.7 (3.0) 16.5 (2.9)

starcoder 35.4 (3.7) 34.8 (3.7) 32.9 (3.7)

WizardCoder-3B 32.9 (3.7) 31.7 (3.6) 32.9 (3.7)

WizardCoder-Python-7B 53.0 (3.9) 56.1 (3.9) 57.3 (3.9)

WizardCoder-15B 58.5 (3.8) 55.5 (3.9) 55.5 (3.9)

Average 34.9 34.9 34.5
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